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PARSER GENERATION AND GRAMMAR MANIPULATION 
USING PROLOG’S INFINITE TREES? 
FRANCIS GIANNESINI AND JACQUES COHEN 
D The construction of parsers recognizing strings in a context-free language 
L(G) is usually done by generating a set of PROLOG clauses capable of 
parsing strings of L. Although this is a convenient way of generating 
parsers, it does not readily allow one to study the properties of G or to 
perform grammar transformations. This paper proposes a general PROLOG 
parser capable of analyzing the strings of L(G) when G is presented as an 
infinite tree. In particular, if the syntax of the grammar rules themselves is 
specified by a grammar, the parser can be used to recognize context-free 
grammar rules. Subsequently, actions can be attached to the parser so that it 
is possible to generate infinite trees for any grammar G’. Strings of L(G’) 
can then be analyzed uing the same general parser. The proposed approach 
allows the verification of conditions such as left recursion, satisfiability of 
LL(l) requirements, as well as grammar transformations such as E elimina- 
tion. The same analyzer is also capable of generating efficient parsers for 
specific machines. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The first paper describing the use of PROLOG in parser generation and compiler 
writing is due to Colmerauer [5]. His approach called metamorphosis-grammars or 
simply M-grammars consisted in using grammar rules modified to express the 
translation of a given source text into a target text. Colmerauer also describes how 
the M-grammar rules can be translated into PROLOG programs. Pereira and 
Warren’s Definite Clause Grammars or DCG ‘s [8] follow basically the same ideas as 
Colmerauer’s but specialize to the case of context-free grammars. Warren in [lo] 
provides a description of a compiler for a minilanguage using these concepts. 
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The purpose of this paper is to propose an alternate approach for generating 
parsers for context-free grammars. The approach is particularly valuable in: (1) 
verifying grammar properties, (2) manipulating grammars, and (3) helping to pro- 
duce efficient parsers. 
2. SYNTAX-TREES FOR GRAMMAR RULES 
It is well known that (abstract) syntax-trees [l] are a useful intermediate representa- 
tion for programs. Compilers usually perform a syntax-driven analysis to construct 
these trees. Their main advantage is to facilitate the subsequent phases of optimiza- 
tion and code generation. The same holds true in parser generation. Syntax-trees 
representing BNF rules for a language L can be conveniently used as data for a 
general parser (interpreter), or else to produce an efficient parser for L running on a 
given computer. 
A natural way to implement a general syntax-tree driven parser is to: 
Select a convenient syntax for the input of context-free grammar rules. 
Express the syntax of these rules in a BNF like form. Call this grammar B. 
Determine (“manually”) the syntax-tree for grammar B. 
Write a general parser that recognizes strings of a language L(G) by “inter- 
preting” (i.e., “walking”) on the syntax-trees for G. 
Use this general parser in conjunction with the syntax-tree for B to recognize 
strings of B (i.e., any set of context-free rules). 
Attach actions to the general parser in (e) so that it generates syntax-trees for 
G as it reads and recognizes the input grammar rules for G. 
Once the syntax-trees for G are available, the same general parser can be used 
to parse strings of L(G) by “walking” on the generated syntax-trees for G. 
(For example, if G defines the syntax of a programming language L(G), a 
compiler for L(G) can be obtained by using the same parser and by writing 
actions which produce the desired compiled code.) 
We first note the right-hand side (rhs) of grammar rules can be represented by 
regular expressions. In these expressions the precedence of operations like con- 
catenation and unions is similar to that of multiplication and addition in arithmetic 
expressions. It is convenient to separate grammar rules by commas and to have 
another symbol (say a semicolon) to indicate the end of a list of grammar rules. 
Further conventions are: 
terminals appear within quotes 
nonterminals appear as identifiers 
the curly brackets { } correspond to a star in regular expression 
notation, i.e., {a} = a* 
the brackets [ ] are used to indicate that [a] = (YIE 
The following is a possible and convenient form for the grammar B defining the 
syntax of grammar rules: 
(0) grammar + rules’;‘, 
(1) rules --) { leftside’ + ‘expression’,’ # 6)) 
(2) leftside --) ‘nonterminal’# 1, 
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(3) expression + term{‘)‘term#3}, 
(4) term + factor{factor#2}, 
(5) factor --) ‘nonterrninal’# ljYerminal’# lr{‘expression’}‘#4 
(‘[‘expression’]‘# S)‘(‘expression’)‘,; 
The subscripts #Ii represent actions which will be triggered when syntactic 
constructs are found by the parser: their use will be explained later. We will use the 
PROLOG variables’ g, r, n, e, t, and f to represent the nonterminals: grammar, rules, 
leftside, expression, term, and factor. 
A part of the rhs of a rule, such as 
leftside’ -+ ‘expression’,’ # 6 
can be represented by the syntax-tree: 
cone 
cone 
or equivalently by the PROLOG term: 
conc(conc(conc(n,terminal(‘-+ ‘,O)),e),terminal(‘,‘,6)) 
where the second parameter of terminal is the specified action number, or zero, if 
unspecified. 
Note that {a} is represented by either star(a), or, if infinite trees are used by (see 
[71): 
unlon 
J\ t 
2 
cone 
terminal 
t 
‘a’ 
The above tree corresponds to the grammar rule S + aS]e which can be con- 
structed by achieving the goal: 
eq(s,union(epsilon,conc(terminal(’a’,O) ,s))) + ; 
where eq is defined by eq(x,x) + ; 
Therefore by using infinite trees, the grammar B is representable by the clause: 
bnf(g) + eq(g,conc(r,tenninal(‘;‘,O))) 
eq(r,union(epsilon,conc(conc(conc(conc(n,terminal~ -+ ‘,O)),e), 
te~inW,‘,6)),r))) 
eq(...)... 
‘The syntax used is that of PROLOG II [6]. Variables arc represented by lower-case letters followed 
by an integer or by a prime. 
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Note that the graphical infinite tree representation for a grammar is reminiscent 
of that used in the sixties for defining the syntax of Algol 60 [2]. The parser which 
recognizes input grammar rules by “walking” in the infinite trees of bnf(g) can now 
be described. 
3. THE PARSER 
It is assumed that a scanner is available to transform a quoted string ‘x’#i into 
termind(‘x’.i) and an identifier n followed by #j into the couple (nj). It should be 
recalled that, in grammar B, both elements “ terminal” and “nonterminal” are 
terminal ones. A dictionary built by the scanner keeps track of the type of the 
terminals and tags each of them accordingly. The parameters u and v represent 
initial and final lists. At the onset of parsing, the initial list consists of the string to 
be parsed and the final list is the nil list. When recognizing the nonterminal N in the 
derivation N s (Y the list u is ap and the list v is fi. (u and v are usually referred to 
as diflerence lists.) 
The four parameters of parse are: 
(1) The lists u and v as explained above 
(2) The node of the infinite syntax-tree being examined 
(3) An initial configuration list (stack) containing partially constructed trees 
(4) A resulting configuration list obtained by modifying the list in (3) 
It should be emphasized that the use of infinite trees implies that all nonterminals 
are represented by a node of the generated syntax-tree, the main axiom being the 
root of the tree. Therefore once the grammar rules are processed the names of the 
nonterminals (with the exception of the root) have no further significance. The tree 
nodes are therefore either leaves (terminals and E) or the internal nodes cone and 
union. 
The few clauses presented below describe the parser. Comments are italicized. 
Inspection of a terminal or a non-terminal a entails continuing the parse with the tree 
defined by a. This is followed by triggering the nth action which may be speci$ed after 
the recognition of a. 
parse((x.u,v),(a,n),pO,p2) + 
p~se((xw),a&4pl~ 
action(n,x,pl,p2); 
The concatenation of two elements al and a2 in the rhs of a rule results in parsing 
sequentially jrst al and then a2. 
parse((u,v),conc(al,a2),pO,p2) + 
parse((w),al&pl) 
parM(v),a2,pl,p2); 
The union of two elements al and a2 in the rhs of a rule implies parsing with either al 
or a2. 
parse((u,v),union(al,a2),p0,pl) + parse((u,v),al,pO,pl); 
parse((u,v),union(al,a2),p0,pl) + parse((u,v),a2,pO,pl); 
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The epsilon leaf does not bypass elements of the input stream and leaves the stack 
unchanged. 
parse( (u,u),epsilon,pO,pO) + ; 
Terminals are handled by the clause: 
parse((x.u,u),terminal(t),pO,pO) + terminal(x,t); 
Terminals in the grammar B include: a “nonterminal” and a “terminal “. In the first 
case the predicate tree(x) is called to insure that there will be a node (n) associated to 
that nonterminal. Its left (I) and right (r) branches will be instantiated later after the 
tree corresponding to the rhs of the rule has been constructed. In the case of a 
“terminal” the terminal read is retrieved as a string. The final clause for a terminal is 
applicable when processing the meta symbols of B (e.g. -+ ,I etc.). 
terminal((x,n),‘non-terminal’) + tree(x); 
terminal( (terminal(x),n),‘terminal’) + string(x); 
terminal(x,x) -+ ; 
~ee((nJ,r)) + ; 
Note that all the above clauses (except the ones specifying a terminal) are general 
and can be used to parse strings in a language defined by a grammar G. The clauses 
for a terminal would have to be redefined according to the conventions used in 
writing the scanner for L(G). 
4. ACTIONS 
The actions triggered by the parser are aimed at producing abstract syntax-trees for 
the grammar rules G being processed. An explicit stack is used: p represents its 
configuration before the action, and p’ that after the action is performed. Basically, 
leaves of the tree are pushed into the stack. Binary operators (like concatenation and 
union) are processed by replacing the two top positions of the stack by the tree 
which represents the operator and its two operands. Unary operators (like those used 
by the { } and [ ] brackets) are similarly processed. The actual PROLOG code is: 
Push the pair (x,n) onto the stack. If n = 0 then on& x is pushed. 
acfion(l,(x,O),p,x.p) -+ ; 
acfion(l,(x,n),p,(x,n).p) --) diff(n,O); 
Replace the top two elements x and y by conc(y,x). 
action(2,s,x.y.u,conc(y,x).u) + ; 
Replace the top two elements x and y by union(y,x). 
action(3,s,x.y.u,union(y,x).u) + ; 
Generate the injinite tree for the star({ }) operation. 
action(4,s,x.u,z.u) + eq(z,union(epsilon,conc(x,z))); 
Generate the tree for the one or e([]) operation. 
action(5,s,x.u,union(epsilon,x).u) -+ ; 
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Empty the stack and generate the corresponding grammar rule. 
action(&s,x.y.nil,nil) + eq(y,x); 
Note that action 6 pertains to the recognition of one grammar rule and at that 
point of the program the stack contains the nonterminal y which corresponds to the 
left-hand side (lhs) of a rule and the tree x corresponding to its rhs. The execution of 
eq(y,x) produces the tree representing the grammar rule read. The main clause for 
using the parser becomes: 
grammar(e) --f bnf(g) scan(e,i) parse((i,nil),s,nil,nil); 
where g is the main nonterminal of the grammar B and e is the main nonterminal of 
the grammar being read. The clause scan produces the input list i beginning with the 
variable e and consisting of the grammar rules for G. After execution e is instanti- 
ated to the infinite tree of the grammar G. 
The infinite tree in Figure 1 is obtained when parse is called to process the 
simplified grammar for arithmetic expressions A : 
E + T{‘+‘T#7}, 
T--f F{‘*‘F#8}, 
F --) ‘a’#gr(‘E’)‘,; 
c y Yom 
/ 3 
cone 
/L @ 
terminal 
c YGnc\ - 
‘+’ 
/ 
/ 
t T”“;, COllC 
cone Al 
terrk>nsoC cO”c 
I 
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terminal 
+ 
1 1 -J ( 
\r 
terminal 
t 
1 I 
FIGURE 1 
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Observe that the above grammar specifies actions which are implicit in the tree of 
Figure 1. One can think of these actions as labeling the branches of the tree. Recall 
that the first rule of parse checks if there is an action associated to a given terminal 
or nonterminal; if one exists then the corresponding clause action is performed. Also 
recall that #l only “labels” the branches whose action is explicitly defined by the 
user. One can easily specify actions associated with # 7, # 8, and # 9 in grammar A 
so as to generate either post-fix notation or syntax-trees for arithmetic expressions. 
5. GRAMMAR PROPERTIES 
It should be noted that the parser with its actions can construct the trees for any 
context-free grammar, including ambiguous ones. Any practical parser generating 
system should provide its user with lists of terminals and nonterminals. Undefined 
nonterminals and circular rules should also be reported. An important property to 
be signaled is that of left recursion, since the parser will loop if the grammar 
contains left recursive rules. The detection of left recursion becomes more com- 
plicated in the case of grammars using the empty symbol (i.e., those which use the 
curly or square brackets). When infinite trees are used, detection of left recursion 
corresponds to determining the existence of certain types of loops in a graph. We 
have developed a program which tests the existence of left recursion in grammars 
using the empty symbol. The highlights of this program are described below. 
The clause ret detects left recursion in grammars specified by their infinite tree t. 
At the top level ret uses the tree conc(nil,t) where nil is simply a marker to terminate 
the algorithm which first proceeds in a top down manner by preparing a list of goals 
which will later enable an inspection of all left branches. Basically this is accom- 
plished by the predicates path and examine. 
path((n,l,r)) + path(r) examine(l); 
where n,l,r correspond respectively to a node and its left and right branches. The 
predicate examine operates in a bottom-up fashion by considering the three types of 
tree nodes: 
(1) union: the clause examine proceeds by recursively inspecting both the left and 
right branches of the ‘node. 
(2) cone: two cases may occur: (2a) the clause examine must check if there is a 
loop emanating from a left branch and eventually leading to the node itself. A 
stack (or dictionary) is used for this purpose. Note that each of its elements is 
an infinite tree. The existence of the loop indicates a left recursion which is 
then reported to the user. (2b) If the examination of a left branch leads to an E 
leaf then examine must consider the right branch and proceed as before. 
(3) leaves other than E are simply disregarded. 
Since PROLOG has full backtracking capabilities, the parser can recognize 
strings in any LL(k) [l] or even ambiguous grammars provided they are not left 
recursive. In the case of compilers it is important to assert that a given grammar is 
LL(1). Here, the backtracking capabilities offer a novel way to detect LLoneness. 
Recall that a grammar is LL(l) if for each rule: 
A + (Y~(cQ]. . /a,, 
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first( (hi) 17 first( aj) = 0 for all i # j. 
Furthermore, 
if A 5 E, then first(A) fl follow(A) = 0 (see [ 11). 
One could of course code these conditions directly into PROLOG. A much easier 
way to detect if a grammar is LL(l) is to issue a command like find-all [3] or bagof 
which is available in most PROLOG implementations. For example, bagof(x,p,b) 
constructs the list b containing all values of x satisfying p. This list may include 
duplicates; therefore, 
constructs the lists b containing all first symbols of a (and, if appropriate the follow 
symbols) necessary to check both conditions for LLoneness. If b contains duplicates 
the nonterminal a defines a grammar which is not LL(l). Similar calls of bagof 
should be made for every nonterminal in the grammar. This is accomplished by a 
walk on the internal nodes (nonterminals) of the infinite tree. The generalization of 
this test for LL(k) grammars is straightforward. 
In the case of left recursion, it is possible to parse small input sentences by the use 
of a shaper. This involves triggering a failure whenever the parsing stack contains 
more elements than those in the input string that remain to be analyzed. The use of 
the shaper is only possible with grammars which do not use the empty symbol. 
Another interesting grammar verification that can be easily performed using 
PROLOG is that of left and right recursion of a given nonterminal. It is easy to 
show that if a grammar contains a nonterminal which is both left and right recursive, 
then the grammar is ambiguous. 
It would be simple to write a program which transforms a grammar by inverting 
the members of the rhs of grammar rules. A second call of the program which tests 
left recursion in the modified grammar indicates if the original grammar contains 
right recursive nonterminals. This simple test for ambiguity is quite useful when 
selecting grammars for programming languages. 
6. GENERATION OF EFFICIENT CODE 
We start by introducing an intermediate language composed of the pseudoinstruc- 
tions described in Table 1. Each of these pseudoinstructions can be easily translated 
into machine code for many current computers; in particular, with the exception of 
scan, they correspond to actual instructions in the PDP-10 repertoire. 
The parser is generated by syntax-directed translation of the grammar rules 
specifying a given language. The translation uses the following rules. 
(1) A nonterminal N in the rhs of a grammar rule is translated into pusht 
ad&(N), in which ad&(N) is the address of the first pseudoinstruction 
corresponding to the recognition of N. This address is determined when the 
lhs of the rule defining N is recognized. 
*Note that the test for left recursion should be performed before calling bagof, otherwise an endless 
loop might occur. 
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TABLE 1. Description of the pseudo-instructions used by a parser 
Instruction Parameter(s) Effect 
pusht addr Push the address of the instruction following the pushf onto the stack and 
transfer control to the address given as the parameter 
PoPr Pop the stack and transfer control to the address which has Just been 
popped 
scan 
cond 
condn 
tram 
accept 
symh. addr 
symb, addr 
addr 
Scan the next element of the input string and place its code in the window 
Check if the current symbol in the window matches symb. If not, transfer 
control to the address uddr. Otherwise proceed to the next instruction 
Similar to cond but control is transferred to uddr if the symbol in the 
window matches symb 
Transfer control to the address specified as the parameter 
Issue message accepting the input string and stop 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
A terminal t is translated into the sequence: 
cond t, error 
scan 
The end of a rule is translated into popt; the end of the rule defining the start 
symbol is translated into accept. 
A replication of a sequence (beginning with a nonterminal) of terminals and 
nonterminals a, denoted by {a}, is translated into: 
1,: condn e,, 1, 
condn e2, 1, 
condn e3, I, 
1,: 
tram addr 
1 } translation of a 
tram I, 
addr: 
where the e,‘s are the 
begins with a terminal 
I: cond t, addr 
scan 
terminals by which a could possibly start. If a only 
t, the replication is translated into: 
: }rest of a 
tram I 
addr: 
A disjunction in the rhs of a grammar rule, i.e., 
++. Ia,, 
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is translated as follows: (Y, is translated in the usual way. Each LY, (1 I i I 
n -1) which begins with a nonterminal is translated into: 
Li: condn eil, I 
condn ei2, I 
tram Li + 1 
I: 
: } translation of ai 
tram L, + 1 
Li+l’ 
where the eij’s are the terminals by which (Y, could possibly start. Each 
LY~ (1 I i I n - 1) which begins with a terminal t is translated into: 
L,: cond t, Li+ 1 
scan 
: ,}rest of a, 
trans L, + 1 
Li+l’ 
To illustrate the use of the above rules we consider a slightly modified version of 
the grammar A in which a marker ($) is used to indicate the end of an input string: 
s + E’$‘, 
E + T{‘+‘T}, 
T --) F{‘*‘F}, 
F + ‘a’ r(Y)‘,; 
The above translation rules can be used to “compile” an efficient parser for the 
strings generated by a given grammar. Our approach was simply to write new 
actions for the grammar B of Section 2 designed to produce the desired code. The 
result of this compilation is also an infinite tree. Note that the instructions, trans, 
scan, pusht, and cond will appear as the tree nodes: 
trans 
+ 
i 
8can puahf 
t *i L 
where: 
j is the jumping label of a cond or a trans 
s is the instruction which directly follows a scan, a pusht or a cond 
d is the destination of a pusht 
t is the given terminal used by a cond 
All the internal nodes of the generated infinite tree are of the above types. The leaves 
consist of the instructions popt, accept, the terminals of cond, and the label error. 
The result of compiling a parser for the modified grammar A is depicted in Figure 
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scan 
\ 
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tram p L acan error 
L&t\ 
scan error 
FIGURE 2 
2. The printing program described in [9] can then be used to produce a linear 
sequence of instructions. Note that in our case this program is capable of performing 
an optimization analogqus to the so called code hoisting (see [l]). The printing 
program determines all unique subtrees of a given infinite tree and eliminates 
identical subtrees. It is therefore capable of merging two or more identical sequences 
of compiled code into a single common one. This optimization allows savings in 
code length but not in execution time. 
Finally, it should be mentioned that David Hildum of Brandeis University has 
implemented a PROLOG program which performs practically all of the optimiza- 
tions described in [4], therefore allowing the generation of very efficient parsers. 
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Current efforts are being made to introduce into the generated parser capabilities for 
error detection and recovery. 
7. FINAL REMARKS 
One of the advantages of the approach described here is that the original grammar B 
used for the input of grammar rules can be easily modified and improved by 
bootstrapping. For example, it could be translated into the assembly language code 
as described in the previous section. 
The approach described here could also be implemented without resorting to 
infinite trees. In that case the actions attached to the parser would generate unit 
clauses of the type: 
rule(non-tenninal,syntax-tree); 
and a simple clause would have to be added to parse so that when a nonterminal 
appears as a leaf in the syntax-tree the corresponding syntax-tree is retrieved by a 
call to rule. 
It is the authors’ views, however, that this simply amounts to avoiding the usage 
of infinite trees. Since all PROLOG interpreters do not routinely perform the occur 
test during unifications, there is no reason to avoid this usage. Besides being 
conceptually pleasing, infinite trees have applications elsewhere in computer science, 
for example, in the representation of flow charts, finite-state graphs, etc. This 
suggests that it would be worthwhile to incorporate in existing PROLOG interpret- 
ers the ability to unify infinite trees [7] and produce, through a print command, 
readable versions of infinite trees. (see [9].) 
Another point worth commenting is a comparison of the approach in this paper 
with that of Colmerauer’s M-grammars [5] or Pereira and Warren’s DCG’s [S]. The 
M-Grammars or DCG’s clearly have the advantage of expressing syntax-directed 
translations in a manner which is quite close to PROLOG and which blends syntax 
and semantics. 
The main advantage of the approach proposed here is that an input grammar can 
be easily scrutinized for purposes of manipulating it or generating efficient parsers. 
An added advantage is that these parsers can handle new constructs such as the star 
used in regular expressions. The clear separation of the phases of parsing and 
triggering semantic actions may also have its benefits. One of them is avoiding the 
transmission of values of synthesized attributes gathered when the leaves of the 
syntax-tree are inspected. We feel that the proposed approach represents a valid 
alternate candidate for use in compiler construction. 
The authors wish to thank Alain Colmerauer for having suggested the infinite tree approach to parsing. 
Jacqueline Giannesini and Fernand Didier of the GIA at Marseille-Luminy provided valuable comments 
on previous versions of this work. David Hildum of Brandeis University assisted in preparing the final 
version of the manuscript. 
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